
Dunbar Area Support from the Start 

Note of meeting held on 21st September 

Present:      Linden, Tina, Lynne (Peeple) Rachel, Karly, Carol, Steven 

Apologies:    Suzie, Jo, Liz H, Liz K, Katy. Michael Veitch 

Welcome  

Linden welcomed Karly  Gover and Lynne Rutherford to talk about Peep in Dunbar and Carol 

Weissgerber to talk about Dunbar for Syria. 

Peep 

Lynne (development manager for Peeple Scotland) and Karly (new Dunbar resident and currently on 

mat leave from Peeple) gave an overview of Peep and in particular the progression pathway which 

allows parent on a Peep course to get an accredited qualification. 

The group has Peep on its action plan and pathway for the area but has so far not been able to find 

an instructor who can deliver in the Dunbar area. A new tranche of training for trainers is about to 

take place and this should help with the availability of trainers. SFTS is also entering a contract with 

Peeple that will mean it is will have its own trainers and be able to offer the training for trainers 

more frequently.  

All felt that there would be a demand for parent for Peep – particularly Baby Peep. Karly felt that 

some of the mums she had met so far in Dunbar might be interested in training as trainers and 

agreed to pass on contact details.  

Action : Steven to discuss with new trainers a date for starting sessions in Dunbar. A Peep taster 

session to be held at the marketplace event on 21st October 

Dunbar for Syria 

Carol described how she came to set up Dunbar for Syria how she has been raising funds so far and a 

discussion on how Dunbar SFTS might support this campaign followed. 

Agreed that at the marketplace session we would have a guess the birthday of PEEP the teddy bear 

and that would be a launch point for asking local children to donate a teddy bear with a name and a 

letter / drawing / personal item to go with the bear to be donated.  

Actions – Linden to purchase Peep the bear and a T shirt from Dunbar for Syria for bear. Steven to 

source name badges for the bear that a personal letter / item can be placed.  

Steven to contact UNCHR to discuss getting bears to Syrian refugee camps.  (Contact was made 

subsequent to meeting with Natalie from Global hand who will support the group in getting 

donations to child refugees – but group would have to cover transport costs. Natalie also suggested 

that it would be useful if the bear could also be supplemented with items that would support 

reading / learning and hygiene in the refugee camps. We discussed a box or a brown paper bag with 

a selection of donated items – they will recommend a book or books . 



 

clazoo  - Rachel updated on how her new project was going and the group helped with some 

feedback 

First Step AGM – Tina shared date for the AGM as 18th Nov  
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